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Theoretical earth pressure distribution on retaining wall with reinforced 

earth backfill 

Distribution theorique des pressions derriere un mur soutenant un 

massif arme 

~ lId la oussee s'exer9ant sur un rour retenant un 
Les auteurs proposent une metho?e de ca eu e P e Ie mouvement du rnur est suffisant 
remblai arrne par des bandes horlzont~les. o~ s~p~~selq~ et lion fait en outre l'hypothese 
pour que se developpe dans Ie rernblal unl:~ln ~ ~~i~ise On obtient une reduction apprecia-
que Ie frotternent sol-armatures est.camp e eI?:n ... ffid 1 °t d nombre des armatures. La lon-
ble de la poussee qui est fonction aes proprletes u so e l,ll d la repartition des pres-
gueur optimale des armatures est fonction de la hauteu: et on Dnne 
sians sur le rour ainsi que le point de passage de la resultante. 

Reinfarced earth. since its invention by 
Henri Vidal in the Sixties have found largest 
application in the construction Of retaining 
walls. These consist of a skin of pre-cast 
concrete panels or semi-elliptical metallic 
units ta which strips of suitable material 
(usually galvanized steel. aluminium alloy ar 
heavy duty synthetic fabrics) are connected 
at suitable horizontal and vertical spacings. 
The stresses in the soil are transferred to 
the reinforcing strips through friction deve
loping between the soil and strips. and the 
anchorage provided by the strips imparts the 
stability to the retaining wall. ' 

The canstruction of such reinforced earth 
retaining walls. especially those employing 
pre-cast concrete panels for skin. requires 
equipment for handling of heavy pre-cast 
panels. Such equipment is not readily avail
able to the construction agencies in deVelop
ing countries. Further. the artisans in such 
countries. especially those in semi-urban and 
rural areas. may not be able to learn the tec
hnique Of construction of these walls because 
of their back ground. There is. therefi>J'e. a 
need for modifying the technique of construc
tion of re'inforced earth retaining walls to 
suit the resources and competence of technical 
man power of developing countrie s. 

The drawback listed above can be overcome by 
providing a reinforced earth backfill behind 
a conventional retaining wall of masonry Or 
R.C.C. The reduction in active pressure due 
to this type of backfill will lead to thinner 
section Of retaining walls and overall economy 
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in construction. 

ANALYSIS 

A retaining wall of height H. with a vertical 
back. retains a horizontal backfill. The cohe
sionless backfill soil has friction angle fij 
and dry unit weight Y. It is reinforced with 
horizontally placed strips of length L and 
width w. starting from the back face. at 
vertical and horizontal spacings of Nl and b 
respectively. It is assumed that the wall 
moves laterally under the influence Of late
ral thrust and' that a Coulomb wedge Of rein
forced soil separates from the rest Of the 
reinforced earth backfill when active condi
tions are reached. Full frictional resistan
ce is assumed to be mobilised along the rein
forcing strips at failure. the total friction
al resistance offered by a strip being compu
ted from its effective length. which is les
ser Of the two portions DE and EF - one inside 
and the other outside the failure wedge ABC. 
The failure surface BC makes an angle 9 with 
the vertical. 

Considering the equilibrium of an element 
P'q'R'S' in the wedge of thickness dy and 
located at a distance Y from top. the foll
owing forces can be identified' per unit 
length Of wall. (Saran and Prakash.1970)Fig.1, 

Pressure intensity acting uniformly 
on ~'in the vertical direction, 

py+dpy: Intenaity of uniform reaction acting 
on R'S' in the vertical direction 



Pe 

p 

Reaction intensity on ~'R'.acting 
at an angle ¢ to the normal to ~'R' 

Pre soore intensity on P' S' acting 
at an angle b with the normal to 
pI S' 

W : Weight of slice P'~'R'S' acting 
downwards 

In addition there will be tensile forces T 
in the strips passing through the element 
P'~'R'S'. 

(1) Balancing all the forces acting on the 
slice in the vertical direction : 

py(H-y)tan e -(py+dpy)(H-y-dy)tan e +O.5Ydy. 

(H-y+H-y-dy)tan e - p.dy sin b -Pe dy sec e. 

sin (e+¢) = O. 

Neglecting small quantities of second order. 
the equation reduces to 

dP,y = Py +( H-y) Y P sin a _ Pesec9sin( e+¢) 

dy (H-y) (H-y)tane (H-yltane 
, I • • (1) 

(2) Balancing all the forces acting on the 
slice in the horizontal direction : 

T 6ij.dy +pdy.cosa -Pedy sece.cos(e+¢)=O. 

assuming that the tension in the stripqis 
uniformly distributed OVer the vertical'dis
tance 6H. This equation simplifies to 

t+p cos a 
Pe = ---='-"--==-=--

sec e.eos(e +¢) 

where t = T/6H 

•••• 

(}) Taking moments of all the forces about 
the mid point of slice between~' and R'I 

[(H-y) d 1 
Py(H-y)tane,l-2- tane - f- tan e ,- (p +dp). J y y 

[(H-y-dy)tane] [<H-r dY ) .tane I~Y tan e1 -

d ~ 2 
- P dy sin I{H-y- ~)tanej+o.5YdY(H-Y- fi). 
tan2e = 0 

Simplifying end neglecting s mall quantities 
of higher order 

2p sina 

(H-yltane 
. , , . 0) 

Substituting the value of Fe in Eq.(2). it 
reduces to 
dpy _ py+(H-y)y_ psina _ (t+peosa)tan(e+¢) 

dy - (H-y) (H-y}tane (H-y). tane 

"" (~) 
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Fig. 1, Forces acting on the element 

P'~'R'S' 

Equating Eq.O) and Eq.(L,) results in 
tan e 

p = Py' cos a tan(e+¢)-sina 

t ,tan(e+¢) 

COs a, tan(e+¢)-sin a 

dp dp tan e 
or dy = -d/' -c-o-s':'o--:-t::'an"'("'e,c+"'¢"'):----s";'i-no 

dt ten(e+¢) 

dy cos 0 t ant e+¢) - sino 

Substituting for dpy/dy from eq,(}) and 

simplifYing 

~ = C2Y'- Cl'~- - C .ill; 
} dy 

where Cl = 2 sin a. cas (e+¢) 

c = 2 
sin e cost e+¢) 

COs e.sin(9+J1j-o) 

sin(e + ¢) 

sin(9+¢-o) 

) . ) , (5) 

The tension in the strips T Can be assumed 
as 

T = 2.W.f'O'v.1'/b 

where w = width of strip 

i = effective length of strip 

f = sOil-strip coefficient of fric
tion 

ov = vertical stress 

b = horizontal spaCing of strips 



\.-H tan e--l 
A 

e 
/ 

Fig.2 - Variation of effective length of 
strips with angle 9 

Assuming ov = (y + flY 
T =lw.f.Y(y + ~)f/b 

The value of f will vary from strip to 
strip and will depend upon angle 9 and le~ 
gth L. Three cases may ar.L se (Fig .2) 

Case (a) : H tan 9 ~ ~ • In this case 
2 / 

Case(b) : 

effective length 1=(H-y)tan9 for 

all strips. 

L/2 <H tan 9,$ L. In this case for 
depth y = zl' l' = L-(H-y)tan 9. 

and for depth y > zl 
I 1 = (H-y) tan 9 

Case (c): L<' H tan9 

Here 1 = 0 for y ~ z2 • 

l' = L-(H-y)tan 9 for z2<y < z, and 

l' = (H-y)tan9 for y > z, 

The expressions for P. total pressure P and 

centre 0 f pre ssure for the three case s are 
determined as below : 

Case (a): T = 2WfY(y+ ¥)(H-y)tan9/b 

or t = 2wfy(y+0.5.dy)(H-y)tan9/b.6H 

:. dt = k( H-2y ) where k = 2w fYt an9. negle cting 
dy b.6H 

small quantities of second order. 

Equation (5) for case (a) is 
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~ = -GtH: y + C2Y-Cq(H-2Y) 

Where C" = C,.k 

. , .. ( 6) 

The solution of the differential 

equation for the boundary condition 

p = 0 at y = 0 is 

C ] [(l-Y/H)-(l-Y/H) 1 + 
p -0 

P =YH = __ 2 
l-Cl 

2CqH [ 2 C J 
( ) (l-y/H) -(l-y/H) 1 + 

Y 2-C1 -

C"H [ C1 ] 
Y(l-C) (1-y/H) -(l-y/H) 

1 H 
,.,,(7) 

The total pressure P = J pdy = 0.5 YI1. 

r _-=1~.c:::0 • (C
2 

__ C~_H_) ] 

15 C1+1.0) 'Y 
.... (8) 

The distance of action of P from the base. 

h,is 
H 

d pydy 
- (2YHC2-C"~)( C1 +1.0) 
h = 1.0 --= 

Case (b) 

(C
1

+2)( ,YC
2
-CqH) 

.... (9) 

For y ~ zl' the expression for p 
will be the same as obtsined in 
case (a). For y <. zl' the effective 

length of strip to be considered 
will be i. L-( H-y )t an9] • The 
corresponding expression for t. 
then. is 

dy'"IL dyl 
t = k(Y+~) -- -(H-y - - )1 and 

Ltan9 2. 

dt = k ( _L_ -H-2y) ignoring derivatives 
dy tan9 

second order, 
Equation (5) gets modified to 

~ = -C1 iiy +C2Y-Cq(t~9 - H+2y) ... (10) 

where C" = k.C, as before. 

The solution of equation (10) is 

_ p C" .L/t an9 C2 CqH ] 
P = YH = _ Y(1.0+C

1
) -1.0-C~ Y(1.0-C

1
) • 

~ C ] ~ Cl 2] (1-2)-(1- !l) 1 + 2C4H (1-!l) -(1- :!) 
_ H H Y(2-C

1
) H H 

•••• (11) 
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Case (c) For the condition Htang> L , the 
expression for P will be obtained 
by integrating the appropriate 
expressions for p Over three 
different depths, namely y=O to 
y = z2 ' Y =z2 to Y = z3 and 
y=z3 to y = H, The expression for 

p for the domain y=O to y=z2 is 

C l- Cl 1 
P = yH 2 (1_ 1) - 0- H'£) i ,,,. (11,) 

l-Cl H J 

as C" = 0 in this case. 

For the other two domains, equation 11 and 7 
will be applicable. The final value of P is 

C +1 
~ 1 r C1+1 Cl +1 

P = --C---l .K1(1-2 )+K2 +K
3
(2 -2) 

1+ I. 

-K". 2 Cl+1J-~3[2K31+ ~2[~ K1- ~K2+2K"1 + 

1 1 
+ K"( C

1
+l - "2 ) ,,0> (15) 

where K" = YC2H2/(1-C1 ) 



The expression for n for this case has also 
been derived. 

PAll AMETRI C STUDY 

A parametric study has been performed for a 
I,m high retaining wall supporting a backfill 
reinforced with steel strips 6 cm wide, spa:
ced O.5m apart horizontally. Coefficient of 
soil-strip friction is assumed as O.I,.The 
tot al earth pressure is maximised by varying 
angle e. The inCipient failure is presumed 
as due to lack of adherence between soil and 
reinforcement. The parameters studied are 
listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Parameters Studied • 

Parameter Range Interval 
_____ u •• "_ .... '' ." • ___ • __ •• __ 

~ 200 _ 1,00 50 
L/H 0.0,0.}-1.0 0.1 

L~(~. I ... 8 .-.. 1.6 ._ .. L ... 11 ..•• __ .1 
Angle b was taken equal to 2~/} 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of the investigations are presen
ted for a representative value of ~ = }OO. 

i. Pressure Distribution: Typical plots 
of pressure distribution for three different 
cases of reinforced backfill and unreinforced 
backfill are shown in Fig. }. It is evident 
from these that pressure distribution is sig
nificantly affected by the reinforcement. 
Pressure intensity varies with length and 
number of strips. Negative pressures develop 
towards the top of the backfill for longer 
strips and for closer vertical spacing. The 
pressure distribution pattern for L/H = 0.8 
more or less follows the pattern of pressure 
distribution for unreinforced soil, but for 
values of L/H = 0.1, and 0.6 , the pattern is 
different. The pressure falls off considera
bly in the mid part for these cases while 
maintaining virtually the same intensity 
towards the top and bottom of the backfill. 

This can be explained by the fact that for 
the first two cases the failure wedge is of 
larger size and the strips near the top of 
backfill do not contribute any friction resis
tance as their effective length is very near
ly zero. In the mid portion the effective 
length of strip is large and their frictional 
resistance effectively reduces pressure p. 
For nearly uniform reduction in pressure along 
the height of the wall the length Of strips 
in the upper portion should approach the he
ight of wall. 

ii. Total Pressure The total active press-
ure acting on the wall is represented in non 
dimensional form by P = P/(O.5yEF) in Fig.l,. 
The total pressures reduce by 28 to 60% for 
strips Of length 0.6 H for different values 
Of bH. As is evident. there is an optimum 
length of strips for each vertical spacing 
beyond which there is no fUrther decrease in 
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Fig. I, Non-dimensional Total pressure P 
acting on the retaining wall. 

total pressure. For the case under study 
this optimum length lies between 0.6H to 
0.8H. 

iii. Point of Application Of Resultant 
Pressure: The variation in the height Of 
point Of action of resultant earth 
pressure above the base of retaining wall is 
plotted in Fig .5. which indicates that after 
a slight incre ase in 1i at L = O.}H it de cr
eases sharply and reaches minimum attainable 
values corresponding to the optimum length 
Of strips. The decrease in resultant pressure 
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Fig. 5 
L/H 

Variation of height of point of 
action of resultant pressure on 
the ret aining wall. 



p, in conjunction with ~ower values of fi 
should lead to substantial decrease in the 
moments acting on the base of retaining 
wall. 

iv. Tensile Forces in the Strips : Maximum 
stresses would develop in the strips at mid 
height. In case of backfill with H7AH = 8 
and strip lengths L = O. q H and 0.6 H, the 
maximum tensile stress is 0.25t and for 
L = 0.8H the maximum stress is 0 .155t .The 
comp,uted thicknesses of the 6 cm wide steel 
strips for these cases work out to 0.3 and 
0.19 mm respectively for an allowable stress 
Of H kg/mm2 • 

Results similar to those described above 
were obtained for other values of ~ • 

CONCLUSIONS 

The pre ssure acting on the back of a ret
aining wall and the moment s acting on its 
base can be appreciably reduced by reinforc-
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ing the backfill with suitably designed 
reinforcement. The stresses in the 
strips are usually small and strips Of 
very small cross-section can be employed. 
The performance Of the strips can be 
improved by increasing the soil-reinforce
ment friction by use of grooved or ribbed 
strips. The above technique of reinforcing 
backfill can be suitable for developing 
countries. 
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